
Hour 6 

MEASURE FOR MEASURE 

We worked our best to write the hardest bonus we could about measurements. However, it’s still not as hard 

as the question “Why doesn’t the US use the metric system?” 

 

Section 1 — Measuring Tools 

Identify these tools and what they measure. 

1.  2.  

4.  3.  



5.  6.  

7.  8.  

9.  10.  



Section 2 — HIGH SCORE! 

What is the highest possible measurement or score… 

11. … on a pH scale? 

12. … on the Mohs Scale? 

13. … on the Fujita Scale? 

14. … on the ACT? 

15. … on the SAT? 

16. … on a FICO credit score? 

17. … on the Kinsey Scale? 

18. … in bowling? 

19. … with three dart throws? 

20. … in a theoretical Jeopardy! game? 

21. … in one hand of Cribbage, before any cards are played? 

Section 3 — Weird Units 

22. What was the distance unit Smoots originally used to measure?  

23. A Scaramucci is a length of time equal to how long Anthony Scaramucci lasted as White House Communications Director. How 

long is it?  

24. Your ___ number is your degrees of separation through movies to what actor?  

25. Similarly, your ___ number is your degrees of separation through authored mathematical papers with what mathematician?  

26. "Shortz" is a unit of fame, calculated by the amount of times a person's name has appeared in what medium?  

27. How long is the unit of time "Warhol"?  

28. The FFF System was developed to rival the SI system. The three Fs stand for what real units of length, mass, and time?  

29. The number of stars in the observable universe, reportedly "billions and billions", is one unit named after what scientist?  

30. What is Graham's number? Type it out. I dare you.  

31. What's a googolplex?  

32. What animal is measured in hands?  

33. How many football fields long is the average football field?  

34. What famous ship made the Kessel Run in less than twelve parsecs?  

35. Why is that a strange claim?  

36. BEDs (??? Equivalent Dose) measure the ionizing radiation exposure in comparison to the dose of radiation recieved when 

eating one what?  

37. A micromort is a one-in-a-million chance of what?  

38. FEMA has an index based on what eatery chain to describe the severity, in reference to the chain's reputation for staying open 

in extreme weather?  

39. In what novel does the protagonist use the unit pirate-ninjas to measure the power needs of his survival gear instead of kilo-

watt-hours per sol?  

40. Futurama came up with a unit of coolness named after what leather-jacket wearer?  



Section 4 — Funny Money 

Identify the property that each of the following monetary units comes from. 

41. Ankh-Morpok Dollar 

42. Oceanian Dollar 

43. Altairian Dollar, Flanian Pobble Head, Triganic Pu 

44. Galleons, Sickles, Knuts 

45. Republic Credits 

46. Schrute Bucks, Stanley Nickels 

47. Gold Dragons, Silver Stags, Copper Pennies 

48. Schmeckles, Blemflarks 

49. Nuka-Cola caps, NCR Dollars 

50. Bells 

51. V-Bucks 

 

Section 5 — “Real” Money 

52. Name three of the currencies that were replaced by the Euro. (Specify in the form “American Dollar”, etc.) 

53. Explain Bitcoin. (wrong answers only) 


